FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LIFTMASTER® INTRODUCES ITS NEW LINE OF UL 325 LISTED GATE OPERATORS
New Best-In-Class Features Deliver Unsurpassed Safety and Performance
Elmhurst, IL, November 4, 2015 — LiftMaster, the nation’s leading manufacturer of residential
and commercial gate operators, is pleased to introduce its new line of UL 325 Listed Gate
Operators and Monitored Safety Entrapment Protection Devices, engineered and tested to work
as a UL 325 compliant system.

By engineering these new gate operators and monitored entrapment protection devices to work
together as a 2016 UL 325 compliant system, LiftMaster Dealers and professional installers can
continue to provide their customers with products that are built to deliver the highest standards
of safety and performance, and provide peace of mind for every gate application.

The redesigned AC and DC gate operators deliver best-in-class features which include
unparalleled connectivity with LiftMaster’s patented MyQ® technology so your customers can
securely monitor the gate from anywhere via a mobile device, a Security+ 2.0®, 3-Channel
Radio Receiver which virtually eliminates interference and extends range, and P3 Motors®
which are purpose-built and designed to meet exact requirements. Additionally, the new line of
DC gate operators feature industry leading Battery Backup performance, so you’re never down
when the powers out and best-in-class Solar Power Management—providing efficient power in
the remotest locations.

The installation of the operators has also been simplified. A Common Control Board Platform
and User Interface with additional monitored safety inputs makes installations easier and more
intuitive. The products’ Wireless Dual-Gate Communication eliminates trenching and expensive
conduit costs.
“The product has been in development and has been rigorously tested for years in anticipation
of the new UL 325 Standard,” said Scott Blue, Director of Marketing, Perimeter Access
Solutions. “We are committed to providing the industry with product that is not only designed to
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provide best-in-class performance but also meet the stringent UL 325 2016 Safety Standard.
Additionally, we strive to provide help and understanding of the new standard and assistance
with installations.”

The new family of LiftMaster UL 325 Listed Gate Operators include the LA400 Residential DC
Linear Actuator, LA412 Solar Residential DC Linear Actuator, LA500 Residential / Light
Commercial DC Linear Actuator, RSL12U Residential / Light Commercial DC Slide Gate
Operator, RSW12U Residential / Light Commercial DC Swing Gate Operator, CSW24U
Commercial Swing Gate Operator, CSL24U Commercial High Traffic DC Side Gate Operator,
CSW200 Commercial Swing Gate Operator, SL3000 Commercial Slide Gate Operator, SL585
Industrial Slide Gate Operator and the SL595 Heavy-Duty Industrial Slide Gate Operator.

The accompanying LiftMaster UL 325 Listed Safety Monitored Entrapment Protection Devices
include the LMRRU Monitored Retro Reflective, LMTBU Monitored Through Beam and the
LMWEKITU Wireless Edge Kit System. These devices are NEMA 4X rated to withstand the
harshest environments and protect against the elements.

About LiftMaster
LiftMaster is the number one brand of professionally installed residential garage door openers,
as well as a major manufacturer of commercial door operators, residential and commercial gate
operators, telephone entry systems and related access control products. Driven by the access
and security needs of the marketplace, LiftMaster’s expansive line of state-of-the-art residential
and commercial products are designed to fit any lifestyle or application, providing the latest
technology and innovations in safety, security and convenience. For inquiries on LiftMaster
products or to inquire about becoming an authorized dealer, please visit LiftMaster.com.
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